BUILDING BLOCKS
The basic unit of space is the moving module. These are combined units which are related to individual needs with the addition of accessories.

CATALOG OF ACCESSORIES
Accessories are placed according to individual needs and needs. They give personality and safety to the basic module.

EXAMPLE COMBINATIONS
There are an infinite variety of combinations. There are six white possibilities out of a possible 32 million ways to combine accessories, and make a unique statement.
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OCUPANTS
With little information given about the type of occupant, it becomes important to design a system instead of designing a dwelling—a system whereby any occupant can be accommodated according to their own unique needs and values.

So, we start with a base building block and Man-made accessories. Accessories according to individual needs and needs, instead of sacrificing your own lifestyle to fit into the preexisting plan.

The combination of basic building blocks and accessories can produce a building that is athletic—a diverse range of people and their interests. From bike shelves to the energy efficient...or both.

ELEVATED UP
One of the necessities that adds to the basic building volume is the constant question that arises. The advantage of elevating the dwelling is to free up a valuable piece of space under the dwelling, so this space can be used for parking, gardening or outdoor living areas.

Providing vertical access also reduces the views and the amount of natural light, and lets the dwelling adapt to a possible existing conditions. To demonstrate the adaptability, we have shown the elevation in each of the house comparisons site plan.

While the adaptability is an excellent attribute, it is the elevated living experience that really adds to the quality of life.

MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTION
The frame material is 100% recycled plastic packaging from IKEA factories and comes in a variety of colors and textures. We are working with recycled blue and black corrugations.

On the interior, the structure, insulation and finish materials are combined into one system which works similar to a structural insulated panel. These panels can be factory constructed and then erected and attached on site.
LIMPET

Temporarily attached lippas
where space is needed for a bird tree, why not attach a Limpet for as long as you need it?

The Limpet attaches to the outside of the building and has enough space for sleeping in, or just hanging out to be accessed by simply stepping out the window to the living room and directly into the Limpet, or from the roof.

The Limpet is a very simple way of making the house lightweight and rough. Since it is a facade unit the only mobile equipment required is the way to transport it.
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recycled plastic panel
made from recycled plastic bottles
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